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Deep Learning is Amazing



–Stuart Walesh

“The computer is incredibly fast, accurate, and stupid. Man is 
unbelievably slow, inaccurate, and brilliant. The marriage of the two is a 

challenge and opportunity beyond imagination.”

He said that before Deep Learning came along! 
Now computers can perform many tasks that only humans could before. 

But remember it’s still computation.



Historical Context



Computation is Old



Explosion of Progress



Moore’s Law

1965 Electronics magazine  
From: Fairchild internal document
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5MB
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Enablers of Today’s 
Revolution

Computational power


Data


Models



Hype Isn’t New
2014 Gartner Hype Cycle

“A.I. Winters” 
followed previous 

waves of excitement



Field Context



Many Terms



Artificial intelligence

The science and 
engineering of 

making intelligent 
machines

Big Data

Collection and 
analysis of very large 

datasets

Computer vision

Processing and 
understanding 

images

Data science

Extraction of insight 
from data



Problems in A.I.

Reasoning

Knowledge Representation

Planning

Computer VisionNatural Language Processing

Manipulating Objects

Learning

General 
Intelligence



Tests

vs.

Turing Test
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“It is a capital 
mistake to 
theorize 
before one 
has data.”

-Arthur Conan Doyle



http://xkcd.com/1140/

How would 
you do this 
analysis?



Map/Reduce



Exploit Parallelism



Exploit Parallelism



https://marketoonist.com/2014/01/big-data.html



Data, data everywhere…

~5 Exabytes

All of 
human 
history 

until 2004

~5 Exabytes

Today

12:00AM

11:59PM





How Big is “Big?”

Data so large that 
“traditional” data processing 
techniques are insufficient.

Virtually the entirety of data 
available for a given 
“substantial” domain.
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“At the heart of science is an essential balance 
between two seemingly contradictory attitudes—

an openness to new ideas, no matter how 
bizarre or counterintuitive, and the most 

ruthlessly skeptical scrutiny of all ideas, old and 
new. This is how deep truths are winnowed from 

deep nonsense.” 

–Carl Sagan



Synthesis

What should you care about?

Artificial intelligence

Big Data

Computer vision

Data science

helps

includes

trains

includes



Applications in All Fields

Retail

Biology

Agriculture

Simulations

Security

Social networks

Logistics

Medicine

Physics

Transportation
Media



Deep Learning



Deep Learning

• Formally: Machine learning methods based on learning 
data representations


• Informally: Deep neural networks (including recurrent 
neural networks, convolutional networks, and more)



Deep Neural Network

• Neural network with several layers between the input and 
output layers


• The network is deep!



Neural Network

• “Artificial” neural network if you want to be picky


• We’ll review next class



Sample Applications
• Image recognition


• Machine translation


• Speech recognition


• Recommendations


• Bioinformatics


• Applications to almost any field!


